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PLAN 2018 OF THE SBR WG

- Animating members and sharing information through a specific webpage, periodic meetings of the Working Group, participation to conferences or other events, including the XBRL Europe Day, XBRL Week and XBRL II (Data Amplified) and supporting the organization of specific SBR-events.

- Developing a methodology for describing SBR, applicable in the different contexts of the participating countries (analysis and issue papers).

- Developing a repository to collect and distribute descriptions (analysis of survey and issue papers) of the application of (parts of) SBR.

- Preparing descriptions of the application of (parts of) SBR within the participating countries (within and outside Europe).

- Inventory of present and new European legislation (driven by specific topics) which have an impact on the electronic filing, exchange, publishing and analysis of legal, financial and economical data of companies.